CLOPAY MODEL DS100 – TRUCK DOCK SEAL
Dock seal to be manufactured to fit door opening size(s), using kiln-dried pressure treated (KDAT) lumber
and a high density, light weight urethane foam core with 93% compression recovery and maintaining
flexibility at –40o (fire retardant formula available, please specify). The foam core shall be continuously
bonded to the wood backing with high quality, non-flammable elastic adhesive. Cover fabric shall be
double stitched with a high strength twisted 4 ply 100% polyester bonded thread UV treated. The cover
fabric overlaps the wood backing totally enclosing it and is fastened with heavy-duty staples. All foam
pads are vented through sewn vinyl vents allowing air to be exhausted and moisture to drain when pads
are compressed. Vertical pads are tapered cut at the bottom to prevent sagging, pinching and wearing
when compressed and tapered cut at top to provide adequate drainage. Vertical pads have a full height 4"
yellow guide strip to aid in spotting trailers. Unit shall be furnished with all necessary mounting hardware,
galvanized to resist corrosion. Side and top seal available with beveled edges to seal multiple trailer
sizes. Seals available in tapered designs to match incline or decline of the loading dock ramp where
necessary.
Optional wear pleats sewn onto surface help prevent premature wear of vinyl fabric caused by heavy use
or variations in trailer height caused by heavy dock use.
Optional galvanized steel back plate provides the durability of steel where required.
Colors available: Black, Green, Blue, Brown, and Beige.
Fabric available: 22 oz or 40 oz vinyl
Projection available: 8”,10”, 12”, 14” and 16”

CLOPAY MODEL DS140 ADJUSTABLE CURTAIN TRUCK DOCK SEAL
Side seals as above,
Unit shall come complete with a matching full width touch and hold velcro adjustable split curtain over
vertical pads. A full width steel tube shall be inserted into a pocket of the head curtain to prevent from
sagging. The curtain can be manually adjusted by means of a optional rope and pulley assembly. Unit
shall be furnished with all necessary mounting hardware, galvanized to resist corrosion.
CLOPAY MODEL DS200 – TRUCK SHELTER
Dock shelter is a rigid pressure treated (KDAT) lumber and aluminum frame shelter, enclosed with fitted
translucent fiberglass top and sides to provide a seal against weather and elements. Front panel
consists of fabric side and top curtains mounted over a flexible frame. Head curtain shall have coated
nylon armor pleats at each end and shall be stabilized by wind straps. Side curtain edges shall encase a
continuous closed cell neoprene cord. Minimum dimension 11' 6" wide x 11' high. The DS200 is intended
forsituations that require the best weather protection and unbstructed access to the trailer.
Colors available: Black, Green, Blue, Brow, and Beige
Fabric available: 22 oz. or 40 oz. vinyl
Projections available: 30", 36", 42", and 48"

